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Fed up of searching scruffy? Wondering what sensible casual actually means? THE BEST Information to
Men's Style addresses each one of these problems and much more. Help is at hand! Confused in what to
consider when trying on a new suit? With detailed guidance on everything from black tie to board shorts,
there is normally something within for every man. It will have you looking your best whatever the occasion.
Slicing through the fluff and pretentiousness that often surrounds the subject, this book contains self-
explanatory tips on how to combine different items and where to find clothes that suit you.
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Great Guide I bought this for my husband. An average book Dwells more on formal put on. It isn't that he
had absolutely NO fashion feeling, but he certainly needed an overhaul.I virtually figured he wouldn't take
my term on anything...you know how husbands are. The photos/illustrations and classification of style
guidelines from elegant casual to formal is really helpful.) Although there is a few of that, as I stated - I
hoped for more. If you're time conscious, this publication is decent. I hate to call my hubby a slob but. They
are also ideal to quickly refresh your mind about what was in the chapter.Highly recommend for any guy
who is wanting to upgrade their style. No more guessing 'The Ultimate Guideline to Men's Style' is an
important book to possess for every man wanting to dress to impress.Marshall Alexander addresses
everything from what clothes to need to fit any occasion, colors that function, different match cuts, and
assembling your wardrobe within method of your spending budget. He explains how exactly to dress from
head to foot, in a simple to understand, right to the point way that is easy to follow.This guide also takes the
guessing out of accessorizing, what is appropriate to wear for every occasion, and existing trends that will
die fast and are better to ignore. However there’s a lot about males’s fashion that I don’t know either!This
might be considered a great gift for a young man who is a recently available college graduate. It includes
sections about accessories, wardrobe essentials, formal use, ties, shoes, what strange terms like ‘smart
casual’ actually mean and even more. The pictures that are included certainly are a great help aswell. Even
so, I offered it three celebrities because it isn't useless. A fresh bride who would like to outfit her guy such as
a prince would probably appreciate it too.It’s got all the information you should possibly need about
males’s style, in a LOT of detail. An excellent resource for men's fashion We wanted to start out helping my
boyfriend buy his clothes, since he knows absolutely nothing about design. I also liked the summary sections
by the end of each chapter, which provide the cliff notes for those who want the basic tips without a large
amount of detail.It had been great because it even went into what's timeless and how to look good regardless
of what styles are currently going around.This book also had pictures which were very helpful in knowing
exactly what the author was talking about. A great resource for women shopping for men Who knew that
searching for men could be so simple?I would recommend this publication to anyone who would like to
dress with STYLE. I sort of just happened upon this reserve and I'm so happy I did so. Shoes, dress pants,
informal jeans, etc...Anywho, THE BEST Guide to Men's Styledid a phenomenal job with the business and
information on the book. It is really easy to navigate to the needed section or you can simply read the entire
book from cover to cover like I did so. Oh yeah I almost forgot to mention the pictures they really
complimented this content and took all of the guess work out of racking your brains on exactly what the
writer was wanting to explain. Now it will be much easier for me personally to "dress" my hubby and the
boy. Great Style Guide I gave this book as something special to my husband. This book is crucial have for
every man out there. With very clear descriptions and useful illustrations, the book undergoes the whole
procedure for building a wardrobe. THEREFORE I decided to observe if I may find something he could
examine for himself. Good solid guidance. Marshall Alexander certainly knows what he's discussing and he
offers amazing everyday STYLE suggestions! The author has made it easy and simple to look your very
best. I do all of the searching for my husband and son and normally I purchase them several matching
clothes, the same way I really do for my child and I. This is simply not a book to read through just once, it's
a book you can constantly refer to. Includes all of the basics, I enjoyed it! It is written in easy to comprehend
terms. I love the illustrative photo's. Because of this book, I'll never be dropped in the men's department
once again when shopping for my husband's clothing. That’s where this publication comes in helpful.He
was recently promoted at work and now must dress in a far more professional manner. Hardly any
information about how exactly to coordinate colors and patterns. Those looking to learn more casual styles
can perform without this book. Two Stars Not worth buying Wonderful book on men's style This is a
straightforward, how exactly to book on men's style without an excessive amount of verbiage. After that it
proceeds to discuss style, fabric and fit in a means that the worst slacker could even understand. A definite



browse. Very helpful! I can let you know that my design has improved dramatically after scanning this
book. It has a lot of great content material, and awesome suggestions. I didn't believe there was a lot that I
can escape this, but I was wrong. Even if you already know fashion, this reserve continues to be a great read
to increase your arsenal of styles. Four Stars Good advice I enjoyed it! Dressing With Style I'd absolutely
recommend this reserve for somebody who wants to dress well and buy good looking and top quality
clothes, but might be with limited funds. The book offers many grammar errors, that makes it annoying to
read and sometimes challenging to understand. An ok refresher training course. More illustrations would
help in the early portion of the pamphlet. It needs editing. yet another ok men guide The same kind of stuff
repeated. My impression can be that the writer didn't spend enough time going through his materials, to find
and appropriate errors. Also, he frequently references certain designs without giving any photos; you will be
spending a reasonable amount of time with Google's search engine. It’s not as if I’ve got a whole lot of
experience doing something similar to buying a suit. If you can get past the errors, you will find the right
information. I was hoping for more technical info (For example: this style causes this effect, and is effective
with whatever body type.This book was everything I possibly could have imagined and more! It is certainly
more concise than some popular videos I've found on youtube, which might dominate 11 minutes to explain
just one idea. It proceeded to go over EVERYTHING.
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